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NDS 3" PRO SERIES CHANNEL DRAIN
- Grate w/ U.V. Inhibitor
- Recess channel 1/4" from top of concrete.

CONC./STONE PAVERS
PAVER SETTING BASE
BASE MATERIAL

13" MIN.
4" MIN.
SLOPE
SLOPE

COMPACTED SOIL
7 1/2" x 3 1/2" brick on edge
Spaced @ each tab to allow for conc. under channel
Wire tie at rebar stake location to channel (drill hole) to arrest vertical movement

4" nom. monolithic conc.
Pour to encase channel.
#3 rebar x 12" long to secure lateral channel movement @ brick locations.

SECTION

NOTES:
1. Channels to be installed with grate. Grate to be protected from concrete pour.
2. Installation to be completed in accordance with manufacturer’s specifications.
3. Do not scale drawing.
4. This drawing is intended for use by architects, engineers, contractors, consultants and design professionals for planning purposes only.
5. All information contained herein was current at the time of development but must be reviewed and approved by the product manufacturer to be considered accurate.

PRO SERIES CHANNEL DRAIN SYSTEM
3" PRO SERIES INSTALLATION DETAIL - LOAD CLASS ‘A’ & ‘B’ - 4" ENCASEMENT - PAVERS
- BRICK/REBAR SUSPENSION
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